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Session abstract
With the ESMA mandate for digital corporate reporting now firmly established preparers, users,
technology companies and regulators need to start getting ready.
In this session Thomas will lay out some of the findings from the Lab’s Digital Future project and
will specifically discuss how XBRL fits into future systems of corporate reporting that are desired
by preparers and. He will also highlight some of the conclusions and messages from the project
which identify some areas where all those interested in a digital future for corporate reporting
need to focus.

The event: The 2020 Digital Reporting Triathlon

Three events:
1. Production of a digital report
2. Distribution of a digital report
3. Consumption of a digital report

The participants:

5,500+ listed companies across Europe

The prize:

Investors, regulators and other

The rules of winning:
12 Characteristics
The framework (that the Lab published in May 2017)
was not intended to represent a checklist or rigid set of
criteria. It was created as a mechanism to help explore
whether existing and future technologies might work
effectively and understand how they might
complement each other.
Each of the characteristics represent aspects that are
important to preparers, users or others involved in the
distribution of corporate information.
In certain circumstances these are the characteristics
that the current paper based system of reporting
already embodies (although not necessarily as well as
it could). In other cases the characteristics represent a
desired quality expected to be facilitated by
technology.
Each characteristic was also broken down further in
the Lab report depending on the circumstance or to
represent different ways that the characteristic might
be expressed.

Facing fears:

“Until you face your fears, you don’t move
to the other side, where you find the power”
Mark Allen (Six-time Ironman World Champion)

Mapping to the characteristics
Using the framework of characteristics as a
guide we have R.A.G rated XBRL and related
initiatives.
The rating has been determined by the Lab team
following a series of interviews and roundtables.
It is not intended to be conclusive or represent
the collective views of all those who participated
in the project (although was informed by them).
Given that the focus of the FRC is on annual
reporting we use that as the base case for
analysis.

Compatible with
current reporting

Characteristic

Supports multiple
reporting where
based off of tagged
data
Reporting
requirements need
to align if truly
reduces burden

Rating

Elements of the
characteristic

Key

Production
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Plain XBRL file

Designed XBRL file

Compatible with
current reporting

Concepts are easy to
understand

Post-Production (non
systems approach) is
relatively low cost

Post-Production
(non systems
approach) is
potentially costly

If tagging is preproduction then quicker
than traditional
reporting

Supports multiple
reporting if
taxonomies are
consistent.

Some training
required and easy to
use system

In-Production (systems
approach) is more
expensive

In-Production
(systems approach) is
less costly

If tagging is postproduction then likely to
be slower than current
reporting.

Reporting
requirements need to
align to reduce
burden

Board need
to demonstrate
governance around
output.

Pre-Production
(GL level) is more
expensive

Pre-Production
(GL level) is less costly

“Pain is inevitable, suffering optional” Haruki Murakami
Key Point: The real benefit of XBRL for preparers can only be delivered if regulators collectively work together to align both
reporting and filing requirements across multiple different regulatory bodies.
Key Point: Preparers need to understand the costs and benefits of the choices they make for implementation. Technology
providers and design agencies should work together to produce software that works for both.
Key Point: Tech community should aim at getting boards up the curve through education and design products that assist in the
governance around tagging decisions.
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Distribution
General
XBRL is designed to
facilitate locateability of information

Supports compliant
filing in general.

As an electronic
document xHTML/IXBRL
instances can be quickly
distributed.

Provision of free
company level data
supported by regulation.

Use of Legal Entity
Identifiers enhances the
ability of services to
identify released
information.

Sets of data are likely to
remain driven by third
party providers and
therefore behind
paywalls.

UK/EU
XBRL as mandated
may add complexity
but could be
overcome.

Ability to file
XHTML/iXBRL at
Companies House

Distribution: “If it doesn’t challenge it doesn’t change” Fred DeVito
Key Point: For XBRL / ESEF mandate to achieve its full potential i.e. needs to be supported by powerful NSM’s that
operate at an aggregated data level.

Consumption
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XBRL is up-loadable

The HTML aspect of
xHTML allows
designable ARA

The XBRL element
allows standardisation

XBRL provides key
elements of financial
context at granular level

Able to provide other
elements of context but
not mandated

XBRL is widely used
but different scopes
limits the degree to
which it is Universal
XBRL enhances
search
The Intuitiveness of
XBRL depends on
delivery systems

XBRL as designed

XBRL as mandated
Immutability could be
provided via the storage
mechanisms

XBRL is capable of
being subject to
assurance

Assurance status is not
yet finalised

Authenticity could be
provided by the storage
mechanism

Consumption: “Don’t think about the start, think about the ending”
Usain Bolt
Key Point: Regulators need to work together to achieve globally usable output. Users need to engage with regulators and
clarify what they need, e.g. assurance.

Key Point: Full benefits for users will necessitate mandates to expand significantly beyond the current envisaged scope.
Preparers might also benefit if users get what they want.

Production
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Plain XBRL file

Designed XBRL file

Compatible with
current reporting

Concepts are easy to
understand

Post-Production (non
systems approach) is
relatively low cost

Post-Production
(non systems
approach) is
potentially costly

If tagging is preproduction then quicker
than traditional
reporting

Supports multiple
reporting if
taxonomies are
consistent.

Some training
required and easy to
use system

In-Production (systems
approach) is more
expensive

In-Production
(systems approach) is
less costly

If tagging is postproduction then likely to
be slower than current
reporting.

Reporting
requirements need to
align to reduce
burden

Board need
to demonstrate
governance around
output.

Pre-Production
(GL level) is more
expensive

Pre-Production
(GL level) is less costly

Distribution
XBRL is designed to
facilitate locateability of information

General
Supports compliant
filing in general.

As an electronic
document xHTML/IXBRL
instances can be quickly
distributed.

Provision of free
company level data
supported by regulation.

Use of Legal Entity
Identifiers enhances the
ability of services to
identify released
information.

Sets of data are likely to
remain driven by third
party providers and
therefore behind
paywalls.

UK/EU
XBRL as mandated
may add complexity
but could be
overcome.

Ability to file
XHTML/iXBRL at
Companies House

Consumption
XBRL is up-loadable
The HTML aspect of
xHTML allows
designable ARA

The XBRL element
allows standardisation

XBRL provides key
elements of financial
context at granular level

Able to provide other
elements of context but
not mandated

XBRL is widely used
but different scopes
limits the degree to
which it is Universal
XBRL enhances
search
The Intuitiveness of
XBRL depends on
delivery systems

XBRL as designed

XBRL as mandated
Immutability could be
provided via the storage
mechanisms

XBRL is capable of
being subject to
assurance

Assurance status is not
yet finalised

Authenticity could be
provided by the storage
mechanism

Messages: “You didn’t come this far to only come this far”
Pintrest

